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Landscape as Concept of Space
Communicated by Michael Meyer
Space and landscape are central terms in the investigation of past societies and their interrelationship with the environment. However, even though these terms are so central,
their definition is ambiguous what hinders a successful communication of research results
and an open discussion. In this contribution we sketch the historical development of the
understanding of space and landscape. Based on this summary we propose to think of these
terms inclusively by integrating four different viewpoints on space, i.e. space as container,
space as system of relations and connections, space as product of human perception, and
space as construct. We employ our integrative viewpoint by developing different research
questions for a holistic analysis of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic archaeological site Göbekli
Tepe.
Space; landscape; landscape archaeology; holistic; human-environmental interaction; geography
Raum und Landschaft sind trotz ihrer zentralen Stellung in der Erforschung vergangener
Gesellschaften und deren Wechselbeziehung mit der Umwelt bis heute nicht eindeutig
definiert. Dies stellt ein zunehmendes Hindernis für die wissenschaftliche Kommunikation und offene Diskussion dar. Im Rahmen dieses Beitrages skizzieren wir zunächst die
Bedeutungsentwicklung beider Begriffe, um darauf aufbauend eine neue Sichtweise vorzuschlagen, die die unterschiedlichen Facetten des Landschafts- und Raumbegriffs – als
Container, als System von Lagebeziehungen, als Kategorie der Sinneswahrnehmung und
als Konstrukt – integriert. Veranschaulicht wird diese alternative, holistische Betrachtungsweise anhand des präkeramisch-neolithischen Fundplatzes Göbekli Tepe.
Raum; Landschaft; Landschaftsarchäologie; holistisch; Mensch-Umwelt Beziehung; Geographie

1 Introduction
Exploring landscape as a spatial concept raises more issues than is apparent at first sight.
The investigation of the terms landscape and space is an interdisciplinary endeavor, in
which the variety of concepts and methods is as widespread as the ambiguity of the terms
(ranging from philosophy, sociology, arts, history, and archaeology, to geography and
other natural sciences). Abstract concepts of space are not the subject of this article.
Instead, as an archaeologist and a geographer, we wish to focus on the interrelation of
humans and societies with their natural environment.
In this short contribution, we would like to highlight the advantages of the multifaceted definitions of landscape and space, since they enable and challenge us to be
explicit about the assumptions and theoretical background we use in order to investigate
both terms. Furthermore, we propose to think of landscape as a concept of space. Using
an example from the field of archaeology, the ancient site of Göbekli Tepe, we define
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space in four different ways. The involvement of these four perspectives strengthens
interdisciplinary investigations of landscapes, which integrate different discipline-specific
viewpoints in order to achieve more comprehensive explanations and a deeper understanding.1

2 Space
There are innumerable ways to define or think about space. The common denominator
of the discussion is that there is no general definition of space: every definition depends
on the research context and the ontological as well as epistemological viewpoint of the
individual researcher. We also think that an all-encompassing definition is neither possible nor necessary. It is the combination and integration of different perspectives on space
that help us to gain a better understanding of the complex research object and the way
how it is investigated by the different researchers.
It is not our intention to present the conceptual history of the term space. Instead, we
wish to present four different approaches to space that provide a broad overview of the
most common perspectives through the course of its development. The concepts mentioned have been summarized and described before by Wardenga2 for didactic purposes
at German-speaking schools.

2.1 Space as container
In a positivistic sense, spaces are understood as containers or boxes that contain specific
aspects of the physical material world. Spaces are individual entities that exist in reality.
Container spaces are (a) a coupled system of natural and anthropogenic factors, (b) the
results of processes that have shaped the natural environment, and (c) a playground for
human action and intervention.3 This view, which aims to be comprehensive and holistic, was popularized in the early twentieth century by Hettner and his Länderkundliches
Schema4 , as well as by Sauer and his Landscape School 5 .

2.2 Space as system of relations and connections
The second perspective defines space as a system of relations and connections between
the locations of material objects. Location and distance, as well as the relationship of
both, are the most important aspect in systematic investigations following this definition
of space, since they cause and are caused by a certain societal reality.6 Examples of research approaches following this definition of space are the central place theory of Walter
Christaller7 and its extensions by August Lösch8 .
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

This work results from a talk by Daniel Knitter, given at the annual conference of the Cluster of Excellence
Topoi (Exc 264) on November 11, 2015 at the Humboldt Universität zu Berlin. The text preparation was
done in 2016. Since then extensive new findings were made. For a description and analyses of the
natural environment see Knitter et al. 2019. For landscape archaeological analyses of Göbekli Tepe as
well as recent interpretations of Göbekli Tepe see Braun 2021. For the latter see also Clare 2020; Kinzel
and Clare 2020; Clare and Kinzel 2020.
Wardenga 2002.
Wardenga 2002, 5.
E.g., Hettner 1907a; Hettner 1907b.
Sauer 2008.
Wardenga 2002, 5.
Christaller 1933.
Lösch 1954.
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2.3 Space as product of human perception
In the third perspective, spaces are no longer recognized as objective entities but as something related to and defined by human perception: people’s perceptions guide their
actions and produce space.9 An illustrative example is the study by Weichhart,10 who
investigated how people’s evaluation of their environment influenced the development
of settlements. In his model, nature is present only through a filter of perception – the
latter being a product of societal circumstances.

2.4 Space as construct
Lastly, in a fourth perspective, space is seen as the product of human agency; spaces are
social constructs. This perspective questions which individuals are communicating about
space and hence producing and reproducing it:11 What are the circumstances and reasons
for communication? What are the specific interests? To whom is the communication
being directed?
The different perspectives or definitions of space mirror the general conceptual history
of this term during the last 150 years. The container space is based on a holistic and
teleological viewpoint, common for positivistic research approaches at the turn of the
twentieth century. During the course of the quantitative revolution that followed, the
laws that govern spatial phenomena became more focused. Researchers used modeling
approaches in an attempt to gain new insight into the reasons for spatial patterning and
organization. Nevertheless, the focus was no longer holistic, since these models concentrated on specific phenomena such as central places, economic networks, and diffusion
processes. There was increasing criticism of the modeling approaches, which were seen
as too deterministic, too mechanistic, and/or too simplistic. A deeper understanding was
sought of the relationship between humans, their spatial organization, and their relation
to the environment. New ways of defining and investigating space were developed that
were based on agency. The level of abstracting space and spatial relations ranged from
general descriptions of perceptions in certain groups to complete constructions of space
based on individual intentions.
Of course, the history of science is not a story of continuous accumulation of knowledge. Therefore, the four perspectives on space have to be seen as complementary; they
focus on different questions and rely on different methods and data (Fig. 1).
For our integrative viewpoint, we state that space is defined by interdependencies
between specific elements in an area. Its specific scope, i.e., relation of what, depends on
the research question. We saw that each of the four perspectives on space has its blind
spots, which become obvious and can be tackled when all four perspectives are integrated
in the investigation of a research question. This integrative approach helps us to explain
justified restrictions on our own viewpoint and to be explicit about the blind spots of the
investigation.

3 Landscape
Now that we have framed the concept of space, we are able to employ it in a specific
context. Even more than space, landscape is a common-sense term. This understanding of
the term arose within an intellectual elite that developed in the context of the industrial
9 Wardenga 2002, 5.
10 Weichhart 1978.
11 Wardenga 2002, 5.
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Fig. 1 | Different concepts of space.

revolution.12 A view on the history of the term helps to illustrate how this common sense
meaning developed.
There is documented usage of lantschaft or lantscaf as a term in 830 CE for a politically
defined area or territory.13 Later on, Landschaft referred to people living in a certain region
as defined by shared legislation, e.g., the Landschaft of Basel.14 Besides these regionally
oriented meanings of the term, landscape began to be used in the sixteenth century as a
terminus technicus of painters, most prominently by those from the Netherlands, where
landschap was an artistic term that referred to the specific composition of natural and
cultural elements in a scene.15 It was a time when a certain mode of viewing a landscape
developed, when the physiognomy of nature created landscapes based on an painter’s idea
of what the environment should look like.
The two views merged at the beginning of the twentieth century and created the foundation for new traditions of thought. These traditions integrate the regionally oriented
thinking concerning nature and culture with the focus on the aesthetic components and
necessities of landscapes.16 In the common-sense view, then, landscapes are seen as an area
that describes a certain spatial extent and is comprised of natural and cultural features that
implicitly incorporate a temporal dimension and whose value or quality is determined by
societal circumstances.17
The scientific view on landscape is sometimes very close to this common-sense understanding; the two modes of comprehension are nearly congruent, for example, in
traditional geography, with its container space. There are aesthetic and beautiful landscapes, devastated landscapes, industrial landscapes, etc. The descriptive approach in this
tradition aims to identify all features of a specific area and illustrates their integration in
order to create the picture of a specific landscape.
Comparable to the development of definitions for the term space, the conceptual
history of the term landscape features numerous debates about its proper understanding
and methods of investigation. It is common to all approaches that they do not intend
to be holistic but focus on specific aspects of culture, society, or nature. Many excellent
works present, summarize, and discuss the characteristics and development of these approaches.18
12
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Schenk 2002, 6.
Schenk 2002, 6.
Schenk 2002, 7.
See Ossing, Negendank, and Emmermann 2001.
See Schenk 2002, 7.
Kühne 2015, 44–45.
E.g., Hard 2002; Kühne 2015; Hokema 2012; Ipsen 2006; Ingold 1993; Johnson 2007; Kaufmann 2005;
Kühne, Gawroński, and Hernik 2015; Küster 2012; Legler 2012; Martini and Chesworth 2010; Schenk
2002; Schmithüsen 1964; Tilley 1994; Wylie 2007.
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As a result, the term landscape is polysemous;19 its meaning is ambiguous in ordinary
language as well as in science. The diversity of ways to access and investigate landscape
has been shown by Gailing and Leibenath,20 who discuss opposing pairs of ways that
landscape is investigated:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

holistic vs. elementaristic
normative vs. descripitive
individual vs. universal
subjectivistic vs. objectivistic
positivistic and essentialistic vs. reflexive and constructivistic
landscape as image vs. landscape as part of the surface of the earth
landscape as research object vs. landscape as way of seeing
landscape as lived space vs. landscape as observed space

It is obvious that the definition depends on the individual point of view about what
landscape is and how it can be analyzed. Two strands aiming to solve this difficulty
can be identified. On the one side are those wanting an unambiguous definition of
the term. Since these advocates stem from different scientific backgrounds, there are
continuous debates about the most appropriate definition of landscape. On the other
side are those who see an opportunity in the heterogeneity itself. For them the diverse
ways of accessing and understanding landscape are an essential driving force to integrate
the different research approaches of investigating landscape.21 We think that only the
latter approach is fruitful in an interdisciplinary perspective.
One field characterized by an interdisciplinary perspective is landscape archaeology.
In this discipline, archaeology and physical geography work together to understand the
interrelation of humanity and nature in (pre-)history. It is not surprising that difficulties
arise in this collaboration because of the ambiguous definitions of landscape. We aim
to tackle them by stating the different definitions explicitly and then trying to integrate
them by using a soft definition of landscape as resulting from the different perspectives
of space.

3.1 Landscape as seen in physical geography
Looking at the usage of the term landscape in physical geography, one recognizes that it
has not been influenced by the conflicts about the definition of the term and its applicability. Like the understanding of space at the turn of the twentieth century, landscape
is seen in container perspective as a real entity. This entity is composed of different
interdependent and causally related spheres that form a hierarchy. The exact number and
naming of the defined spheres differ between authors. The least common denominator
is the triad of the physical, biological, and cultural spheres.22 The different spheres can be
represented as layers which are directly analyzable (e.g. using a Geographic Information
System). Such a representation is possible because every object refers to the real euclidean
geographic space: when a physical geographer talks about ”the landscape of the river
Rhine near Cologne,” she is referring to elements of nature as well as elements shaped by
and comprised of culture.23

19
20
21
22
23

Hard 1969.
Gailing and Leibenath 2011.
Jessel 2005, 582.
See, e.g. Gray 2009.
Küster 2012, 145–148.
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3.2 Landscape as seen in archaeology and human geography
The historical dynamics of the definition of the term landscape in the humanities and social
science disciplines of archaeology and human geography, by contrast, are very dynamic.
To put it briefly, one can say that the focus switched from etic to emic.
The leading paradigm in the early years was comparable to that of physical geography.
Landscape was seen as a real entity, separated into natural and cultural elements, and
spatial aspects were comprehended as the most important. The location, distribution,
and patterns of sites, artifacts, and people were compared and integrated with the background information of the natural environment.24 This approach (also called the ecological
approach for its strong connection to the spatial and natural conditions) became very
fashionable in the course of the processualistic movement and the introduction of computational methods. Concepts and methods were mostly developed in the so-called New
Geography movement25 and adapted and modified in terms of processual archaeology.26
These views were criticized for their simplicity and their inability to take the individual component of humans into account. But this understanding changed, especially
during the post-processual movement, when landscape was no longer conceived as a
real entity but a product of human perception and construction. In human geography
landscapes are seen as a comprehensive result of human action that constitute a complex
societal archive.27 The spatial aspect remains, since landscape mirror distinctive characteristics of specific places and regions. Nevertheless, space can no longer be described as
being absolute, since social groups or individuals may have different definitions or understandings of landscape. This leads to a multitude of landscapes that exist simultaneously
in one place.28 The perspective has thus shifted from etic to emic.
The emic perspective is at the heart of the modern definition of landscape in landscape
archaeology as well. The lifeworld of humans creates their landscape; hence, landscape is
a social construct.29 Following this definition, an etic perspective does not describe landscape but environment. For Gramsch,30 landscape is a framing term: it is a structural phenomenon characterized by the dialectic of space and place and a physical phenomenon
of a nature-culture space that is continuously changed by humans.
In the modern definitions of landscape, the common denominator is that landscape is
a constructivistic concept where humans constitute and create their landscape. Landscape
is a cultural phenomenon that is investigated from an emic perspective. Nevertheless,
aside from these general aspects, the definitions differ, and so do the opinions about what
methods of landscape investigations should be implemented and what insights they can
provide.31
In summary, we can state that landscape is something composed of and created by
humanity and nature and is defined by the specific research question.

24 Some important representatives of geography from this strand are Hettner 1907b; Schlüter 1906; Sauer
2008; Troll 1950; important archaeologists are Wahle 1920 and Clark 1948; in this regard see also Legler
2012.
25 E.g., Haggett and Chorley 1969.
26 E.g., Clarke 1978.
27 Knox and Marston 2008, 377.
28 Knox and Marston 2008, 379–381.
29 Meier 2012, 509.
30 Gramsch 2003, 48.
31 There is a very broad variety of concepts and theories. An inexhaustive list for geography: Cosgrove 2006;
Klüter 1986; Soja 2001; Tuan 1974; Werlen 1997; for archaeology we find Gramsch 2003; Meier 2012;
and Tilley 1994 most inspiring.
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4 Landscape as concept of space
As we have seen, the terms landscape and space are both used polysemously and ambiguously. In thinking about landscape as a concept of space, we want to benefit from this
diversity of viewpoints rather than try to create new boundaries. For instance, the four
different perspectives on space are fruitful in landscape archaeological research because
they force us to state explicitly in which circumstances we will take an emic or an etic
perspective, as well as help us to communicate the unavoidable blind spots of our chosen
research approach. The combination of both terms, landscape and space, in the frame of
landscape as a concept of space thus ensures the broad understanding of the research object
and an appropriate handling of the complex interrelations of humanity and nature – not
just regarding the subject itself, but also in terms of the chosen scientific approach.

4.1 An example of thinking in terms of landscape as a concept of space:
Göbekli Tepe
The archaeological hilltop site Göbekli Tepe, located in southeastern Turkey, is considered
one of the most significant cultic centers of its time. The site dates to the period of the
Pre-Pottery Neolithic, at the transition from hunter-gatherer societies to a more sedentary
way of life.
If we are to think about the landscape around Göbekli Tepe from a container perspective, i.e., from an etic point of view, we will be looking for the structural coupling
of anthropogenic effects and geofactors, whereby the site and its surroundings are understood as a physical and bounded space. Landscape as a concept of container space is a
collection, description, and interconnection of all accessible elements of the area.
Such an inventory brings up questions about the how, why, and where of the natural characteristics and humanity’s utilization of these. Such questions could focus on
the climatic conditions, bedrock material, available soils, water availability, topographic
features, vegetation, or other aspects. Göbekli Tepe, during its time of occupation, was
situated at the top of a ridge – more precisely, it is situated on a limestone plateau with
no direct access to fresh water, with the closest springs at the foot of this plateau32 – at
the northern edge of a fertile plain characterized by a diverse range of ecological habitats
with xerophyllus light vegetation and varied game populations.33
This consideration leads to questions about people’s spatial demands relating to the
natural environment. Was the position on top of the plateau deliberately chosen because
of its environmental conditions, such as the topographic position and the ubiquitously
available bedrock that was quarried to erect building structures?34 Was the scarcity of
available fresh water consciously taken into account, or was it required of the site as a
place of ritual?
The container space perspective also prompts an examination of the settlement structure and economic behavior. A question frequently raised within this framework refers
to the causal effect between the climate change at the Pleistocene/Holocene transition
and the so-called Neolithic Revolution.35 Following this environmentally deterministic
mode of explanation to Göbekli Tepe leads to the question of whether Göbekli Tepe was
abandoned due to the changing climatic conditions that allowed new settlement and

32
33
34
35

Schmidt 2011, 41.
Neef 2003, 13.
Schmidt 2010a, 16.
E.g., Willcox, Buxó, and Herveux 2009; Haldorsen et al. 2011.
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economic structures to develop, which in turn led to a change in spatial demands and
organization (e.g., of the natural environment).
We can investigate landscapes as a concept of space, on the other hand, by focusing
on the system of relations and connections between the location of material objects.
Again, landscape is seen from an etic perspective, with attention to the interconnections
of specific, intentionally selected elements in an area. Space is reduced to these interconnections, and a comprehensive description and investigation of the areal features and
elements is not important.
Applying this perspective to Göbekli Tepe, we focus on its position within the network
of Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites, with an aim of explaining how interactions or exchange
between these sites worked and which network functions were fulfilled by Göbekli Tepe.
Did the hilltop serve as a place of ritual because of its (previous) role as a central site within
the exchange network of hunter groups? In other words, did several hunter groups use the
site as a venue?36 A specific example of such regional exchanges are the T-shaped pillars37
at Göbekli Tepe: megaliths that were erected probably for ritual use. Such pillars can also
be found at additional sites in the surrounding area.38 This raises the question of how
material culture was diffused, and whether such diffusion was accompanied by a transfer
of ritual practices or concepts. Employing graph-theoretical methods, we can calculate
network graphs connecting the hitherto known sites with T-shaped pillars. Based on these
calculations Göbekli Tepe can be considered as one central hub within these networks,
illustrating its apparently central role in the exchange of knowledge and ideas (Fig. 2). If
we include the issues mentioned with the first perspective of space, we could also consider
whether the dynamics of social networks shaping Göbekli Tepe changed because of a
changing demand for space. We need to examine whether the exchange networks between
hunter-gatherer groups are reflected in the material culture of the T-shaped pillars, which
declined along with the rise of newly established economic structures.
When taking an emic perspective, we can investigate landscapes as a concept of space
that is defined by and the result of human perception. We are therefore interested in
the meaning attached to locations and to people’s environs. Regarding our example,
we would want to know the perception of Göbekli Tepe’s position in its environmental
context, and moreover, what ideas were held within the hunter-gatherer groups about
ritual landscape. Göbekli Tepe is outstanding from a present-day perspective because of
its insularity, which assures high visibility as well as the protection of the site. Is it valid
to assume that the Pre-Pottery Neolithic societies assessed the site similarly? With this
in mind, a subsequent investigation should then review which factors led to the choice
of location. Even though this question is linked to the first approach, at this point the
mere existence of environmental factors is less important than how they were perceived,
and how this perception can be reconstructed using material culture. We can transfer
this view to questions concerning the environmental potential of the region as well. The
Harran Ovası, a fertile plain south of Göbekli Tepe, offered a range of resources to huntergatherers. How did past people perceive these? We can follow the theory of affordances
by Gibson.39 Affordances are understood as all offerings of nature or possibilities for
action that invite or demand a specific behavior and always depend on individual perception.40 While various offerings were already recorded in the first approach, such as
the topographic position or the environmental potential of the surroundings, the third
approach enables us to comprehend the perception of these offerings.

36
37
38
39
40

Schmidt 2010a, 18; Dietrich et al. 2012.
Watkins 2008.
Çelik 2015.
Gibson 2015.
Gibson 2015, 119–35.
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Fig. 2 | Potential network of interaction between Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites with T-shaped pillars. The
central position of Göbekli Tepe becomes obvious. (a) Delaunay; (b) Gabriel graph; Sites according to the
numbers: (1) Nevalı Çori (2) Urfa Yeni Yol/Yeni Mahalle (3) Hamzan Tepe (4) Karahan Tepe (5) Sefer Tepe
(6) Kurt Tepesi (7) Taşlı Tepe; calculation conducted in R using sp, rgdal, and spdep packages (Bivand, Keitt,
and Rowlingson 2015; Bivand and Piras 2015; Bivand, Pebesma, and Gomez-Rubio 2013; Pebesma and
Bivand 2005; R Core Team 2016).

This perceptive and behavioral geographic approach can be extended using a perspective that focuses on agency. This allows us to investigate landscapes as a concept of space
constructed by human thought and materialized by human agency. Based again on the
theory of Gibson, affordances can be seen as a driver for actions. We can assume that
space at Göbekli Tepe was symbolically staged by the buildings with T-shaped pillars and
theoretically constructed through ritual practices. The circular structures consist of ten
or more pillars forming an outer enclosure and a pair of two prominently positioned
pillars in the center. The T-shaped form of the pillars and the relief surfaces indicate an
anthropomorphic nature.41 Hence, we might hypothesize that the pair of megaliths did
represent specific persons in the communities. The question is whether power structures
and a coherent spatial understanding were stabilized by means of the buildings, and
whether they were built to achieve specific effects within the inner group or among communities. Additionally, we should examine whether the buildings depicted a physically
present space or a constructed space. Archaeological evidence suggests that the buildings were possibly backfilled what might indicate a transition in spatial construction.42
Furthermore, the surfaces of the pillars contain relief carvings of animals. Gheorgiu43
has assumed that this iconography cartographically depicts the landscape, so that the
animal shall be seen “in its relationship with a specific place, which is its habitat. [...]
Consequently the iconography would not be zoomorphic, but topomorphic.”44
Clearly, investigations of sites like Göbekli Tepe necessitate an approach that integrates
the emic and etic perspective. Such a challenge can be solved by employing the four different views on space, since they show how the specific site and landscape will change when

41
42
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Schmidt 2012, 110.
Schmidt 2010b, 242.
Gheorghiu 2015.
Gheorghiu 2015, 67.
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targeted from various directions. This leads to a more comprehensive understanding of
the research object and strengthens interdisciplinary communication.

5 Conclusions
This short contribution sketches how viewing landscape as a concept of different perspectives on space can integrate the ambiguity of the terms landscape and space, as well
as the broad variety of available theories. For instance, space and landscape can be seen
from an etic or emic perspective; they can be regarded as something real or abstract and
investigated aiming to be holistic or focusing on specific aspects. All of these different
scientific perspectives produce important results to improve the understanding of the
complex of meaning around landscape. At the same time, they are restricted by the disciplinary training of the researcher, the scope of the applied methods, and the theoretical
viewpoint chosen. Interdisciplinary collaboration can broaden the disciplinary foci and
offers important contributions to the results achieved during the research process. The
approach we have presented of seeing landscape as a concept of space, where space is
seen from different perspectives, supports interdisciplinary collaboration. Hypotheses
and points of view become explicit when the concept of how landscape is viewed is stated.
The overlapping borders of the different perspectives on space show direct connections
to supplement and complement the research approach and state new questions. Finally,
we can make research in landscape archaeology more comprehensive and efficient by integrating different approaches from various disciplines, disciplines that can find a shared
language in investigating landscapes as a concept of space.

Illustration credits
1 Graphic has been created by the authors.

2 Graphic has been created by the authors.
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